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IN SPIR AT IO N

RICHLY
DESERVED
Everything about Ryan Lawson’s revamp
of this home should be applauded – from
the decorative tiles to the plush furnishings
WORDS JULIET BENNING PHOTOGRAPHY STEPHEN KENT JOHNSON/OTTO

FIREPLACE
The pyramid-like glazed
tiles on the chimney
breast reflect the light,
creating a dazzling effect.
Vintage armchair, Studio
Van den Akker. Live edge
coffee table, George
Nakashima; try 1stdibs
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FAMILY ROOM
It all feels inviting – the
deep sofa and chairs,
the needlepoint cushion
and the high-pile rug.
Find a similar cushion
cover at Etsy. Rug,
Beauvais Carpets
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INSIDER INSIGHT
Ryan Lawson shares his style vision and loves

MOST SUCCESSFUL PART OF
THE PROJECT The integration of
Kathy’s lifetime’s worth of things – showing
them off in new ways and keeping connected
to the soul of the house and to Kathy.

GO-TO BRAND I love carpets
and the best in the business is Beauvais
Carpets. So that’s where I went for nearly
every rug in this house.

DESIGN HEROES So many.
Jean-Michel Frank, Renzo Mongiardino,
Ward Bennett, Joseph Holtzman, Gio Ponti,
Jacques Grange, Fernando Santangelo.

LAST PODCAST DOWNLOADED
The Daily by The New York Times – every day.

BEST GIFT YOU HAVE BEEN
GIVEN Books. Rooms by Derry Moore is
one of the best and Sean gave me the new
Jean-Michel Frank monograph for Christmas.

DINING ROOM
Custom limewash paint
and a cast bronze table
with a limestone top give
this setting a rich patina.
Table, Blackman Cruz.
Chairs sourced from
Maison Gerard. Ignazio
Gardella wall lights sourced
from Studio Van den Akker
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A

MASTER BEDROOM
Ryan installed a chimney.
The tiles are a lovely foil
to the intricacy of the
cabinet and figural vases.
1930s Italian armoire by
Vittorio Valabrega; try
1stdibs. Roberto Menghi
armchair, Studio Van den
Akker. Rug by Ryan Lawson
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modest bedroom redesign was
the initially proposed project
when interior designer Ryan
Lawson first visited his client
Kathy Robins. Ryan had made the trip with his
boyfriend, furniture dealer Sean Robins, to see the
house where he grew up and Sean’s mother Kathy
quickly saw an opportunity to employ Ryan’s interior
design skills. ‘When I got there, Kathy asked me
to rearrange the furniture in her bedroom, which
rapidly escalated to us both walking round the house
with a legal pad talking about moving walls and
changing lighting,’ Ryan recalls. Seven years later,
the interiors of the Minnesota lakeside house have
been overhauled with a new collection of curated art
and furnishings with refined architectural detailing.
‘I think Kathy’s sense was that the house had lost
its way and she embraced the idea of a complete
renovation,’ says Ryan. ‘She had collected art and
furniture for years, so I took an inventory of all her
possessions and what we decided to keep was sent to
storage. The rest was sent to auction.’ The house,
which was originally built in the 1930s and had had
an extensive renovation in the 1970s, was stripped
back to its essential form. ‘We cleaned it out, taking
out extraneous panelling, moulding and windows to
get back to the original envelope of the house. We
changed almost every surface, only keeping the floor.’
Most of the new furnishings and artwork were
sourced by Ryan with Sean, who runs antiques
firm Studio Van den Akker in New York, bringing
some pieces from his gallery. Art was a very strong
component in the redesign. ‘Kathy loves portraits and
figural pieces so these took prize spots in many rooms.’
The kitchen was stripped out, saving only the
granite countertop with its sweeping curve. Cabinets

were given white oak doors with a grain running
from floor to ceiling bringing an elemental feeling.
The laundry room, which Kathy uses as the main
entry way, was overhauled to strike a more
welcoming note. ‘I changed the focal point from
a washing machine to a sink for potting plants
and added cabinets doors made of knotty alder,
which has a warm, rich colour to it,’ says Ryan.
Surrounded by evergreen trees, the lake beside
the house becomes a winter wonderland for several
months of the year. ‘You can get up to three feet of
snow at times and with Kathy spending much of her
time at home I wanted it to feel warm and inviting,’
says Ryan. He made a feature of chimneys with
decorative tiles and custom designed a large
wood-burning stove for the study. Full-height curtains
in heavy plaid create a cosseting environment when
drawn, with plenty of floor lamps contributing to a
glowing ambience after dark. Thick, high-pile carpets
and huge deep sofas invite relaxation, yet never
without a nod to the genius of mid-century designers.
To walk through the rooms of Kathy’s house, is to
witness a masterclass in furniture design with plenty
of pieces newly reupholstered in mohair or velvet.
Kathy lived in the house while the renovation was
undertaken in stages over seven years. ‘It gave her time
to get used to things and me a bit more design freedom
than if I had proposed all the changes at once.’ Now
completed, the property is fine-tuned for Kathy’s
lifestyle with Ryan and Sean visiting her for breaks a
few times a year. ‘Kathy and I are always hatching plans
for new projects and purchases,’ says Ryan. ‘She’s
really happy with how the house turned out and, as
a bonus, I’m in the good graces of my boyfriend.’ &
■■

Ryan Lawson, ryanlawson.com
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KITCHEN
An earthy looking
runner reflects the long
arrangement of the units.
Find a similar rug at
Benuta. Source a Baltic
Brown granite worktop
from Marble Granites
Worktop. Pendant lights by
Harry Balmer at JF Chen

SMALL SITTING ROOM
Smart architectural-like
details abound – from
the wall panel to the
rug and lamp base.
1950s Italian chair in vinyl,
Studio Van den Akker.
Tuareg mat from Mauritania,
Beauvais Carpets
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ENTRANCE HALL
High windows and a
chandelier emphasise the
proportions of this space.
Photograph by Alec Soth,
Weinstein Hammons
Gallery. The Metropolitan
chandelier, Met Opera
Shop. Wall panel sculpture,
Clare Graham

BEDROOM
Relaxed luxury defines
this scheme with its
wonderful mix of the
crafted and the refined.
Vintage Lightolier pendant
light; try 1stdibs. Paolo
Portoghesi 1970s lamps for
Studio Tetrarch, Cosulich
Interiors & Antiques
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BEDROOM
The Navajo rug, carved
French cabinet and
ceramic lamps strike a
folksy mood appropriate
to the rustic setting.
Find a similar rug and
cabinet at 1stdibs. Curtains
in de Le Cuona fabric
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